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Classic hip-hop is a B-side format, says Radio One chief.   Radio One has invested more in the fast-growing classic hip-
hop format than any other company, to a burst of ratings in markets like Houston and Philadelphia.  But CEO Alfred Liggins 
doubts the urban niche has the legs to keep climbing in the ratings long-term.  “This format takes off like a rocket and then 
the ratings come down to Earth,” he said yesterday.  He told a conference call with analysts that it’s a success regardless 
because a station typically winds up in a better place than where it started.  Take four-month old “Boom 92” KROI, which 
has helped turn around billings at Radio One’s Houston cluster.  The company says it is currently pacing flat in first quarter 
but is up double-digits for the year.   “I do not believe that it’s a format that will maintain the level of initial audience and 
excitement,” Liggins said.  “But for us it works because in most places we’re operating multiple stations.”  He sees it as a 
“great complement” to its core urban and urban AC lineup and a format that Radio One will continue to nurture.  “That’s very 
different [than] just launching a classic hip-hop station as a standalone without other urban stations to support it,” Liggins 
said.  More broadly, he sees a wave of stations imitating “Boom” as indicative of an industry in need of a new idea but so far 
coming up dry.  “It will go up and it will come down and then they’ll be stuck with this classic hip-hop station that will be kind 
of orphaned in the cluster, and then what do they do with it,” he said.   

Nielsen says it’s making ‘good progress’ aligning industry on web radio ratings.  Nielsen chief executive Mitch Barnes 
thinks the radio industry may finally be coming around to an agreement on how his company reports streaming audio 
ratings.  The build-out of the measurement service has been completed, but its rollout  has until now largely been stalled by 
broadcaster resistance to a product that would put FM/AM streaming alongside pureplay data from companies like Pandora 
and Spotify.  “We’ve made progress on that conversation with the market over the last few months, but we’re not quite all 
the way there yet and so we have more work to do,” Barnes said yesterday.   He told analysts during a conference call the 
company hopes to debut a streaming audio ratings service to the market “sometime later this year” but offered no specific 
timetable.  “We have made some good progress in terms of aligning the industry, [but] we’re not quite across the finish line 
yet,” Barnes said.   While subscribers are slowly coming around, Nielsen is moving forward with bringing streaming providers 
onboard.  This week it announced WideOrbit would become the first to integrate its web radio measurement software. While 
the full rollout is on hold for the time being, Barnes said Nielsen has seen a “nice uptake” in companies interested in doing 
additional studies that correlate listening and purchasing data to illustrate the return on investment for advertisers that use 
radio.  Nielsen last year released its own analysis showing radio averages a six-to-one ROI.  

An IPO? Probably.  Just don’t ask Univision when.  For more than a year Univision Communications and IPO have been 
spoken in the same sentence, after a sale of the company by its private equity owners didn’t pan out. While nothing appears 
imminent, EVP/CFO Andy Hobson says considering who owns Univision it’s now highly likely it will go public.  “They buy 
and sell companies and it’s as certain as death that one day they will sell their ownership interest in Univision,” he told 
analysts yesterday, adding, “I believe that’s likely through a public offering.” It doesn’t appear any specific timeline has been 
established.  Hobson said he thinks the IPO will occur “in the next 12 to 18 months.”   Media reports last fall said Univision’s 
backers haven’t completely given up on finding a buyer, but the $20 billion price tag has made it tough to find takers.  If no 
investors or company is willing to hit that number, filing an IPO remains an option on the table.  Univision went private in 
2007 as part of a $12.3 buyout led by Haim Saban along with Madison Dearborn Partners, Providence Equity Partners, TPG 
Capital and Thomas H. Lee Partners.
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No winter chill for CBS Radio in fourth quarter.   Even with clusters in snow-battered markets like Boston and Hartford, 
CBS Radio doesn’t appear to be feeling the advertising chill that many managers say has been hard to miss during the 
past few weeks.  The company said yesterday it is currently pacing up low-single digits, following a revenue gain in the final 
three months of 2014.  “We were able to achieve strong growth with the help of political spending,” CEO Les Mooonves 
said of his local broadcasting division.  CBS Radio revenue increased 2% during fourth quarter with strong spending by 
auto and health care companies.   “Radio continues to be profitable,” Moonves said, telling analysts on a conference call 
that CBS local radio and television had a combined 40% profit margin during the quarter.  He also talked up the company’s 
new Play.it podcast portal.  “Digital distribution services are allowing us to build new and younger audiences all of which are 
beginning to monetize,” Moonves said.  Overall CBS revenue climbed a better than expected 3% to $3.7 billion during Q4.   
The company didn’t directly address reports that its 91-year old chairman Sumner Redstone is in failing health.  And for the 
second quarter Redstone was said to be “listening in” but failed to make any comments on yesterday’s call.  Moonves also 
used the platform to again play down speculation that CBS could be ripe for a merger.  “We feel strong about ourselves and 
don’t need any partners,” he said.

Owning all of TV One opens more cross-platform doors at Radio One.   The name on 
the door may start with the word “radio,” but FM/AM will make up a smaller portion of Radio 
One’s future.  The company has reached a $550 million deal with Comcast to buy the 47.5% 
of the cable network TV One it didn’t already own.  Using a strategy similar to how Univision 
has packaged itself for the Hispanic market, Radio One will increasingly look to do the same 
leveraging its African American audience.  “There are things that we would do for TV One — 
open up the entire war chest to help it — now that we fully own it,” CEO Alfred Liggins said yesterday.   In the short term, 
that’s likely to mean even more promotion of TV One across the company’s 54 radio stations to raise consumer awareness of 
the cable channel.  Longer term it could mean some programming moves.  But more cross-platform sales are where Liggins 
believes the biggest opportunity lies.  “We’re spending a lot of our energy right now building capabilities in-house so we can 
develop more compelling ideas for our clients, because we’ve got enough impression to sell them,” he said. “We reach 82% 
of Black America.”  For Radio One, it’s also more than just being able to open doors and have conversations with CMOs.  
Liggins’ strategy with the expansion into television and digital is reducing radio to contributing just half of the company’s 
cash flow in the coming years.  “This ‘one solution’ platform continues to play out as an attractive option for advertisers in the 
continuingly browning America, and I think that we’re right at the epicenter of it,” he said.

Liggins sees mixed signals for radio so far in 2015.   “Washington DC is our next big focus to fix,” Radio One CEO Alfred 
Liggins told investors yesterday, saying its hometown cluster has been a “drag” on its radio business in recent months.  It’s 
why he says the company is bringing senior regional VP Jeff Wilson in from the Midwest to begin running the Washington 
operation.  For now, Radio One says first quarter core radio billings are currently pacing down 1.8% compared to a year ago.  
Liggins explains the sales environment “weakened” throughout January.   What’s behind it isn’t clear and he thinks radio’s 
position as a traditional media in the increasingly digital world cannot be ignored.  “We’re sharing ad dollars with digital 
mediums — so I think you’re going to continue to see a moderation of growth,” Liggins predicted.  Even so, he pointed out 
Radio One’s second quarter pacings are up “strongly” compared to a year ago.   “I think the economy is generally healthy, 
which is good for us, and I still feel confident in our ability to grow our radio cash flow in 2015,” Liggins predicted during a 
conference call.  Radio One reported fourth quarter revenue declined 1.7% to $109.7 million.  Its radio division revenue was 
off by 2.8% but that was a smaller decline than a quarter earlier.  National radio sales grew 8.1% while local revenue was 
down 10.5%.  
  

Univision’s soft spots: L.A. and automotive.  The rollout of the Affordable Care Act proved to be good medicine for 
Univision Communications last year, and now one year later the company is feeling the impact of fewer Obamacare-related 
ads.   Univision Radio is currently pacing down mid-single digits in the first quarter, but executives say a few points of that 
decline can be traced directly to fewer commercials promoting state health exchanges.   Last year the radio division billed $2 
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million worth of ads related to the Obamacare rollout.  Overall, Univision reports its business is tracking up slightly compared 
to a year ago.  “It’s slow, but it’s very much market-driven,” CEO Randy Falco said yesterday.   During a conference call with 
analysts he said Los Angeles remains a weak spot for the company.  “The market’s economy is not as strong as some other 
places in the country,” Falco said, pointing to Puerto Rico as another drag on Q1.  Automotive ad volume has also been 
lighter than normal.  “I think it will pick up after the first quarter,” Falco predicted, attributing the slowdown to “timing issues” 
related to when new car models go to market.  Packaged goods companies have also cut back, while telecom is growing 
and pharmaceutical ad spending accelerates.  “That is one of the biggest growth areas we have in the company,” Falco said.  
While 2015 is off to a slower start than forecast, Falco thinks it’s too soon to judge.  “It’s starting out really slow but I really 
can’t pass judgment on how this year is going to be until probably second quarter when I see a little bit more of where the 
economy is moving.”

AM’s a blank page for four-in-ten Americans.  Compared to FM, AM radio 
has a low approval rating — just 13% strongly approve and 31% somewhat 
approve of AM, according to a new online poll from Mark Kassof. The low rating 
is symptomatic of a bigger problem than programming dissatisfaction.  A growing 
number of listeners never tune to the legacy band.  So when Kassof asked “how 
much do you approve or disapprove about the job AM radio is doing these days,” 
a majority (37%) checked “don’t know.”   The numbers are in stark contrast to 
FM’s 83% approval rating.  “A major reason AM’s approval is little more than half 
of FM’s is that AM simply isn’t on the radar for a high percentage — 37% have 
no opinion about AM one way or the other, versus only 5% for FM,” Kassof says. “That in itself is a big problem.” And even 
though fewer have any opinion about AM radio, its disapproval is still higher — 19%, versus FM’s 12%. Among those who 
do approve of AM, information is the main reason why, with news/weather/traffic/info cited by 17%, followed closely by talk 
shows at 14%. Among those who disapprove, poor reception (18%) and dislike of talk radio (17%) essentially tie for the top 
reason.  The results are based on an online survey of 1,190 18-64 year olds, conducted from January 21-23.

Radio Disney sells Miami AM.  Actualidad Radio Group has become the latest buyer of Radio Disney stations as it strikes 
a deal to buy WMYM (990) in Miami.  Financial terms weren’t immediately released.  Actualidad already owns the Spanish-
language news-talk “Actualidad 1020” simulcast of WURN, Miami (1020) and WLVJ, West Palm Beach (1040).  Actualidad 
president Adib Eden says the addition of WMYM and its bigger signal that stretches from Boca Raton to Key Largo will allow 
his company to improve the reach of its news programming in South Florida.  It’s the third Radio Disney station to find a buyer 
in recent weeks.  The Walt Disney Company has also found buyers for AMs in Charlotte and Cleveland.  It earlier announced 
spin-offs of stations in New York, Detroit and Houston as it refocus on a strategy of distributing its children’s network on the 
web.

Nielsen: Audio revenue is growing low-single digits.  The trend line is undeniable: 
Nielsen has recorded 34 consecutive quarters of revenue growth.  The company reports 
the streak continued in fourth quarter with revenue climbing 1.4% to $1.63 billion.    But 
the pacing was slower than expected on Wall Street and that has some investors looking 
at radio.  Revenue at Nielsen’s Watch segment, which includes its radio ratings business, 
increased 2.4% during the quarter — but increased 3.5% when Arbitron was excluded. 
CFO Jamere Jackson conceded the radio business proved to be a “drag” on the segment as radio revenue declined 1.5% or 
about $2 million.  But during a call with analysts yesterday Jackson explained it was mainly because of timing — what was 
sold in fourth quarter in 2013 was sold a quarter sooner in 2014 — and no fundamental issue with its radio business.  Nielsen 
expects its Watch division revenue to grow 4.5% to 6.5% in 2015 as more media companies buy new cross-platform total 
audience measurement products.   Radio is part of that, Jackson said, telling analysts, “Audio is growing low-single digits.”  
Meanwhile, the acquisition of Arbitron’s PPM technology is helping Nielsen sell its radio measurement service overseas.  
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CEO Mitch Barnes said the company has added Turkey to its list of countries where Nielsen measures radio and that several 
Southeast Asia nations are giving the company a fresh look. 

Kantar and comScore join hands — outside the U.S. for now.  It’s Valentine’s Day match-making, corporate style.   Digital 
measurement company comScore has announced it has formed a “strategic alliance” with ad giant WPP’s Kantar Media 
division to work together outside the U.S.  In some respects it further explains why Arbitron was sold.   Nielsen executives 
say the comScore-WPP alliance justifies Nielsen’s effort to fill out the media day, an effort that’s included adding Arbitron’s 
radio business to its mix.  “You can’t play in just one part of the market anymore,” CEO Mitch Barnes told analysts yesterday.  
“It’s really about measuring the total audience, and you’ve got to have the full set of assets and capabilities.”  The Kantar-
comScore partnership will give WPP a sizable 15% to 20% stake in comScore — the exact figure will depend on how the 
final numbers work out in a series of complex financial steps.   That pegs the value of WPP’s investment at more than $240 
million.  The two companies will partner on cross-media audience and campaign measurement in non-U.S. markets for the 
time being.  “The emerging mediascape points to a massive global opportunity waiting to be unlocked by cracking the code 
on cross-media audience and campaign measurement,” comScore CEO Serge Matta said in a statement.   While comScore 
dominates internet measurement in the U.S., it has faced a bigger rival in Kantar in the rest of the world.  The partnership 
is seen as way for both companies to better compete against Nielsen, which gets 44% of its revenue from outside the U.S.  
Barnes characterized it as “companies playing catch-up” with where Nielsen already is.

Family fill-in for ailing Michael Medved.  A Medved family affair as son fills in for ailing father.  Radio has a tradition of sons 
stepping in for their fathers, from national hosts (Paul Harvey and Paul Harvey Jr.) to the three generations of men named 
John Gambling in the New York market.  Now, as Salem Radio Networks talk host Michael Medved steps away from his show 
to battle throat cancer, his son Danny is taking to the airwaves.   He’ll voice his commentaries on Salem’s Townhall.com
while several guest hosts fill the chair for his radio show.  “This truly has become a family affair and a testimonial to the 
respect our industry has for Michael,” SRN VP Tom Tradup says.  Medved has said his prognosis for full recovery is “very 
good” although he’s also shied away from indicating when he’ll be back on the air, saying it won’t be until he thinks his voice 
is back up to snuff.  

Inside Radio News Ticker…RadioTraks changes its name…The launch of several new products has led Hal Fish to 
change the name of his online music research company RadioTraks.  “As our product offerings diversified, it made sense to 
choose a name that represented all of the offerings on our platform,” Fish says.  The pick: Audiant.   The veteran programmer 
launched RadioTraks in 2000 and it works with more than 100 stations…House Committee approves FCC bill…The House 
Energy and Commerce Committee made quick work of the job of approving a pending bill that would streamline the reporting 
required by the FCC to Congress.  Without any opposition, lawmakers yesterday agreed to send it on to the full House for 
a vote.   The bill would consolidate eight separate reports that the FCC is required to produce into a single, comprehensive 
report.  The House has passed the bill twice before, but it got held up by Senate Democrats…People Moves…The National 
Association of Broadcasters promotes Tanya Van Pool to VP of research.  And the Seattle-based marketing firm Strategic 
Radio Solutions promotes Merrie Farley to executive vice president and director of operations.   Read People Moves HERE.

Broadcasters Foundation names 2015 Quaal award recipients.   Connoisseur Media’s Jeff Warshaw and Curtis Media 
Group’s Don Curtis are among a half-dozen industry leaders slated to receive 2015 Ward L. Quaal Leadership Awards at the 
Broadcasters Foundation’s annual breakfast April 15 during the National Association of Broadcasters Show in Las Vegas.  
The awards recognize career contributions to the broadcast industry and the community at large.   Other 2015 Quaal award 
recipients include Hearst Corporation director David Barrett, Granum Communications president Herb McCord, former 
National Association of Broadcasters EVP/general Counsel Jane Mago, and Eyewitness News creator Al Primo.  The award 
is named in honor of iconic Chicago radio and TV broadcaster Ward L. Quaal.  The Broadcasters Foundation has distributed 
millions of dollars to thousands of broadcasters and their family members who find themselves in sudden need. 

 —  Read More News, People Moves, Ratings and Job Listings at InsideRadio.com —
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
HOUSTON

93.7 The BEAT KQBT Houston 
is looking for a Program Director 
who will oversee and approve 
all on-air aspects.  Candidate 
will need to possess abilities to 
maintain and build ratings as well 
as assist the sales department in 
generating revenue.  
 
For a full list of qualifications and 
responsibilities, or to apply now, 
visit:
www.iHeartMedia.com  

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity 
employer and will not tolerate 
discrimination in employment on 
the basis of race, color, age, sex, 
sexual orientation, gender identity 
or expression, religion, disability, 
ethnicity, national origin, marital 
status, protected veteran status, 
genetic information, or any other 
legally protected classification or 
status.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR - NORTHEAST
A Rare Opportunity in a Rare Company

Times-Shamrock’s Scranton PA radio group consists of the market 
leading and legendary ROCK 107 (classic rock), FUZZ 92.1 

(alternative) and 630AM/100.1 FM ESPN (sports) and we’re 
looking for an accomplished, high-achieving, special individual to 

program WEJL (our ESPN station) to greater levels of performance. 
You will of course need to verifiably demonstrate your track record, 

achievements, possess exceptional leadership and managerial 
skills, etc. You must also have a proven track record in a spoken 
word format and be able to implement innovative strategic plans. 

Given all the above, if you believe that being part of a progressive, 
performance driven media company whose foundational belief is 

that superior performance is a simple and direct result of combining 
amazing people and great leadership, please mail or email your 

cover letter and resume to:
 

Steve Borneman
General Manager WEZX, WFUZ and WEJL

149 Penn Avenue
Scranton, PA 18503

sborneman@shamrocknepa.com

Equal Opportunity Employer and a Drug Free Workplace.

qual MARKET PRESIDENT/CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER
Channel your inner entrepreneur...and pave your way to success!

Townsquare Media, Inc., an integrated and diversified media, 
entertainment and digital marketing service company is looking for a 
Market President/Chief Revenue Officer for its Duluth market.

The Market President/Chief Revenue Officer will oversee radio, digital 
and event operations for Townsquare Media’s market-leading brands. 
The ideal candidate should have a proven track record in multi-
media sales with solid client and office management experience. 
Additional requirements include solid recruiting, motivating and  
                       training capabilities. 

For more information about this
position, please contact Amy Stein:

Amy.stein@townsquaremedia.com

qual GENERAL MANAGER - MINNESOTA
Rare GM opening for Hubbard radio in northern Minnesota! Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc. is looking 
for an energetic, motivated and creative manager to lead our five radio stations in Bemidji, MN.  As GM 
you will oversee sales, marketing and operations of KZY 95.5, Z99, KB101, WQXJ 104.5 and KBUN.  
The last management team was in place for over 25 years so it’s a rare opportunity to lead our five strong 
brands in a robust and competitive market.  Sales background is preferred 
but not required.  The opportunity provides the best of both worlds—small 
market localism with major market resources. We can’t wait to hear from 
you!  Send letter & resume to: Dan Seeman, dseeman@hbi.com. EOE
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